Trm13p, the tRNA:Xm4 modification enzyme from Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a member of the Rossmann-fold MTase superfamily: prediction of structure and active site.
2'-O-ribose methylation is one of the most common posttranscriptional modifications in RNA. Methylations at different positions are introduced by enzymes from at least two unrelated superfamilies. Recently, a new family of eukaryotic RNA methyltransferases (MTases) has been identified, and its representative from yeast (Yol125w, renamed as Trm13p) has been shown to 2'-O-methylate position 4 of tRNA. Trm13 is conserved in Eukaryota, but exhibits no sequence similarity to other known MTases. Here, I present the results of bioinformatics analysis which suggest that Trm13 is a strongly diverged member of the Rossmann-fold MTase (RFM) superfamily, and therefore is evolutionarily related to 2'-O-MTases such as Trm7 and fibrillarin. However, the character of conserved residues in the predicted active site of the Trm13 family suggests it may use a different mechanism of ribose methylation than its relatives. A molecular model of the Trm13p structure has been constructed and evaluated for potential accuracy using model quality assessment methods. The predicted structure will facilitate experimental analyses of the Trm13p mechanism of action.